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Study group structure 
 
 

God is the answer to the desire for more in your life, having your life changed and being 
changed into someone new.  He is the answer to every want, need, problem and question you 
have. 
 
This Bible study is a self-driven reality Bible study looking to God and the Bible for answers to these 
wants and needs. It takes what you are going through and who you are and filters it through scripture 
in three ways:  1. Discover and focus on who God is and what he does.  2. Discover and focus on 
yourself in a healthy way by knowing who you are to God and who you are in Jesus.  3.  Find God’s 
answer and truth to your wants, needs and problems.  
 
How to do this is broken down in a five day format in the Genuine Transformations book.   
 
Getting together for Bible study is a time for each person to share what God has taught during the 
week and being prayed for, called Sharing Time.  There are rules to sharing for the protection of the 
group and sharer which will need to be stated at the first gathering.  
 
Due to the time restraints of every person sharing and being prayed for during Sharing Time this is a 
small group study of six per group.  If a large number of people want to do this study they will need to 
be broken into small groups.  Small groups should be four to six people, including the facilitator.  Up 
to eight is possible depending on the group’s efficiency. 
 
The first week groups will be formed, the Bible study and its rules will be introduced, and the Genuine 
Transformation book along with a journal will be handed out. 
 
The complete rules of the study should be reviewed on a yearly basis. 
 
Because of the intimate sharing of people’s lives this should be a women’s only or men’s only Bible 
study. 
 
 

Leaders and Facilitators 
 
The leader’s role is to point conversation to God and scripture as much as possible. 
 
The leader should become familiar with how to do this study before leading it.  The best way to do 
this is to do the study and experience sharing until comfortable with the process.  The leader will 
need to be prepared and comfortable with regulating the talkers, good willed counselors, 
interrupters, not prepared sharers, and misuse of scripture in sharing.  Tips are provided on how to 
handle these situations.  It also helps to practice these situations ahead of time.   The leader should 
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be comfortable with praying simple prayers out loud.  The leader will need to keep an eye on the time 
to give everyone a chance to share and end on time. 
 
Sharing Reminders must be read at the beginning of each small group sharing time.  This will help 
prevent problems during sharing. 
 
Before Sharing Time it helps to ask God for awareness of what is going on with the sharer and the 
group and for sensitivity to His promptings while facilitating.  God gives insight and help as situations 
occur.    
 
If this will be a large study group broken into smaller sharing groups, additional small group 
facilitators will need to be trained accordingly.   
 
 

Sharing time 
 
Sharing time can be done in two hours, with a small group of six.  During this time start with prayer, 
sing three songs, consider having communion, break into groups, each person shares and is prayed 
for, end with prayer.  This gives each person 15 minutes to share. 
 
The first week break down into small groups of six to eight for the sharing and praying time.  If you 
have more people interested in the study than facilitators they will have to get on a waiting list and 
wait until others drop out or until there are more facilitators.   
 
How to conduct the first few weeks of sharing time is broken down in more detail later. 
 
Sharing tips: 
 
It is best to let people volunteer for sharing instead of going around the circle. 
 
There will be times people will misapply scripture.  This is a hard one because we all have done it.  
God is faithful to correct and instruct us concerning His Word and you really can believe Him that He 
will.  In my own life, His correction has always been better than human correction – often I wasn’t at 
a place to hear the truth.  He has a way of getting me there or saying it in a way I can hear.  So if you 
correct someone, it is usually for the group’s benefit.  Encourage the sharer to God and to scripture.  
“That doesn’t sound quite right…keep pressing into it.”  “Have you considered this scripture…?”  
“Keep asking God to make this clear to you.”  “Does anyone have a scripture to share on this?”  These 
are good responses. 
 
People will want to give advice and people flat out ask for advice.  (You’ll be tempted too.)  People’s 
advice is not God’s advice and is extremely limited in complete knowledge of the situation and what 
really works; His ways are not instinctual for us.  It is your role to point them to God and fellowship 
with God.  Interrupt.  Some good responses:  “What does the scripture say?  Does anyone have 
scripture they can share on this?” “This is a good question to ask God.  I hope you will press in on this 
next week and share with us what you find.”  And lastly, “I hate to interrupt, this is such a good 
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discussion but…Let’s take this to God in prayer.”  “Keep looking to God and the Bible for answers, 
because there is so much we don’t understand or know.”   
 
Some people talk a lot and some hardly talk.  It helps to have a talker sitting next to you so you can 
lovingly put your hand on the shoulder, arm or knee and interrupt “I wish we had more time to talk, 
but we must keep going.”  “That is so interesting.  We could probably talk about this for hours!  But 
we must keep moving.”  “Maybe we’ll have time at the end to talk about this some more.  But for 
now let’s …pray…”  It helps to have the quiet ones sit across from you where you can encourage 
sharing by making eye contact, nodding and smiling at them. 
 
The rules of the study itself will weed out many problems if they are upheld.  Establish and uphold 
them right from the start and you’ll save yourself a lot of headache later.  For example to prevent 
sharing from being a gripe or venting session the rule is you can’t share if you haven’t done the 
scripture study, and the scripture is what is shared.  This simple rule keeps helplessness and 
hopelessness in the group to a minimum, limits relying on man’s “I thinks”, and encourages them to 
go to God, which is how this study functions.    
 
Do allow for extra time when someone new joins your group.  The first time they come they often 
have a complete melt down and need some love, care and prayer. 
 
 

Newcomers 
 
When new people come into the group, the Introduction to the study (the rules) must be covered 
before they go to a sharing group.  There are several different ways to do this.  A small group may be 
able to take time to cover it at the beginning (it is a good review for everyone else) and then proceed 
with sharing.   But a large group short on time may want someone to take the person off by 
themselves to cover the introduction and then join the sharing group while it is in progress.  
Depending on the people involved and the situation it could be read and discussed outside of the 
group setting as the structure of the study is in the Genuine Transformation book. 
 
After the introduction is covered, the newcomer should join a sharing group and listen as others 
share; it’s a good way to get a feel for the process.  Of course the newcomer gets their “sharing” time 
too which is to introduce themselves and something they could be prayed for.  Be prepared for this!  
Usually this goes long and there is crying and need for prayer.   
 
Send the newcomer home with the Genuine Transformation book and a journal.  Emphasize they 
need to start the next day and allow an hour a day at first to do this study.  The newcomer usually 
goes home thinking it’s easy, because everyone made it look easy.  Once they realize it’s a little 
harder to get started than they thought they may flounder.  Call several times that week to see how 
they’re doing and to help. 
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The first group 
meeting 

 
With the whole group:  Start with prayer.  Sing three songs.  Hand out the study and journal.  
Introduce the study and how it works. If it is a large group of people, break into smaller groups of 
seven to eight.  In the small group everyone is introduced and prayed for in their group.  Conclude 
with explaining the five day Bible study process.  Dismiss with prayer.  
 
 

[Start with prayer] 
 
Acknowledge who God is and thank Him.  Ask God to lead and protect each one, and guide the 
prayers during this time.    
 
 

[Sing] 
 
Music – praising and proclaiming –has an impact on us.  It is mentioned so often I can’t help but 
wonder if it is essential to our being.  This may be hard to do, but limit the music to just three songs.  
Take heart!  God enjoys our “joyful noise”; our singing is beautiful to Him. 
 
 

[Hand out books and journal] 
 
 

[Introduce how the study works]  
 
Explain the study, its structure, sharing time and particulars, which is outlined on the next page.  Be 
sure to cover it all and do not take out any of the rules for this study.  Each one is there for a good 
reason and is an important safe guard for the group and prevents problems.  Introduction takes 
anywhere from 15 to 30 minutes.  This time is also an opportunity for the leader to share a personal 
experience in how knowing God has transformed their life.   
 
Most of the following introduction section is in outline form so the points can be presented without 
reading it, making it more interesting to the listener.  If you should want to read the introduction it is 
in the Genuine Transformation book under “About the study”.  The group could read along too…   
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From the Genuine Transformation Book: 
 

 “About the study 
{If you would like to share something personal of how knowing God has made a difference in your life 
this would be a good section to do so.} 
 
God is the answer to all you want, need and are in life.  He is the answer to the desire for more in 
your life, having your life changed and being changed into someone new.  The desire to be satisfied 
and have abundant life is literally fulfilled only in God.  He is the only One who truly satisfies and fills 
so you hunger and thirst no more.   

 
Genuine Transformation is a self-driven reality Bible study looking to God and the Bible for 
answers to your wants and needs.  It is literally about you and what is going on in your life and 
knowing God through this. It is practical, real, and brings healthy change to every area of your 
life.   
 
The study takes what you are going through and who you are, and filters these through scripture 
in three ways:   
 
1.  Discover and focus on who God is and what he does.   
 
2.  Discover and focus on yourself in a healthy way by knowing who you are to God and who you 

are in Jesus.   
 
3.  Bring what’s going on in your life to God to discover His truth about your problems, feelings 

and questions and His way to handle things.  Putting into action what you’ve learned fixes 
problems and prevents new ones.   

 
Obeying God, scripture repetition and sharing what you’ve learned are the tools this study uses to 
change your life and retrain wrong thinking and actions. 
   
The desire to know God and want more for your life drives the study.   
 
The more you know God and focus on Him, the more your perception, perspective and understanding 
are changed.  This deals with your mind and thinking. What was once hopeless is now not, and you 
will find yourself no longer helpless.  Knowing how God feels about you and your identity in Christ 
counteracts self-destruction with sin, the many lies you believe about yourself and your need to be 
wanted, loved and worth something. This deals with your emotions and maturity.  As you learn God’s 
ways and do them, your reality begins to change accordingly.  This addresses your circumstances.    
 
 

The structure of this study 
 
This Bible study is based on you.  While this is what makes it so powerful and relevant to your life, it 
also means you are the one who drives it, does the work, and writes it.  Weekly you will choose a 
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problem to bring to God for help, choose a way to focus on who God is, and choose a healthy way to 
focus on who God says you are.   
 
The tools and supplies you will need for this study are:   

 A notebook for a journal  

 Index cards for making scripture cards  

 A Bible  

 A Bible concordance   
 
Journaling   

 Make your own workbook.  {You will make your own workbook by journaling the study’s 
elements.}   

 Use it to write out everything.  {Basically you will write out everything:  what’s going on in your 
life, your thoughts and feelings, questions you may have, scripture you find, insight God gives you, 
and what you’re going to do about your problems.} 

 You can use any notebook or journal for this.   
 
God is your teacher 

 God is the One to look to for all things.   

 Your relationship with God will grow as you look to Him (instead of someone else) and you will 
come to know Him more and know Him for yourself.   

 God will teach you through scripture who He is, who you are and how you are to live your life.   
 

The Bible is the source of instruction   

 God’s ways and thoughts are revealed to us through scripture.   

 Scripture alone is Truth.   

 It is important to recognize that using commentaries or other books for ideas or help is not the 
Bible, even though they may be helpful.   

 Use a Bible translation that brings scripture to life and is easy for you to understand.  
 
To find scripture to do this study you will often need to use a Bible Concordance  
A Bible concordance is an alphabetical list of words used in the Bible that shows where those words 
are used.   

 Study-Bible-size of concordance.  {Often a study Bible has a small concordance in the back.  I 
prefer and recommend a study-Bible-size of concordance as it is less overwhelming to use and has 
many well-known scriptures.  If you don’t already have a study Bible you can often find an 
inexpensive one in a second hand store.}   

 Exhaustive Concordance.  {There may be times you want to do a more thorough study and want a 
bigger concordance.  You can buy an Exhaustive Concordance or use an on-line concordance for 
those times.}   

 On-line concordance.  {Blueletterbible.com is a website that works well with this study.}   
 
Scripture is powerful!   

 Scripture is Life, it is Truth and it shows us the Way we are to go.   
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 Its truth never changes or compromises.   

 It solves problems, prevents problems, guides, reveals God and His ways and thoughts, 
empowers, brings change, and literally is Jesus himself.     

 It is our weapon for offense and defense.   
 

To wield the power of scripture in your life you must: 

 Know what is said. 

 Believe it is true. 

 Do what it tells you to do.  
 
Making and using scripture cards helps with this 
After finding scripture on who God is, who you are, and your issue, you will select scripture to put on 
an index card to be read continually throughout the day and week.  Using these scripture cards does 
so many things: 

 Reminding.  {They remind you to refocus on God and on yourself in a healthy way.  It is too easy 
to get caught up in daily living and forget God.}   

 Reprogramming.  {They reprogram your thoughts and ways to line up with God’s.  It’s too easy to 
forget this new way of thinking and being when it is a totally foreign concept.}   

 Repetition.  {It takes repetition for something to really sink in.  You need to read something 
repeatedly for it to sink in.  You need to read something repeatedly for it to sink in.  You need to 
read something repeatedly for it to sink in.  You need to read something repeatedly for it to sink 
in.}   

 Reflection.  {Time spent reflecting on only one scripture brings deeper meaning and 
understanding.  As you read these verses, poke and prod at them.  Talk to God about them.  As 
you do so God will talk to you about them, bring them to life, and give insight and understanding.}   

 Grows faith.  {Faith comes by hearing the words of Jesus. The more you hear it the more you 
believe it and faith grows.  This is why it is good to read these verses out loud.  Another reason to 
read these verses out loud is that God’s words are living and active.  He watches over them to 
make sure they accomplish His purpose.  Saying God’s words out loud is powerful.}   
 

The wrap-up element of this study is to share what has been learned   

 Vital to growth.  {Witnessing – or sharing - is vital to your growth and health in your relationship 
with Jesus, helps reinforce what has been learned, and is something Jesus told us to do.}   
 

The weekly Bible study time consists of sharing the results of what God has taught during the week 
and being prayed for   

 Each person has a turn.  {During sharing each person will have a turn to share what they have 
found and to be prayed for by the group.}   

 It is a time of being strengthened and encouraged.   

 It is a time of mentoring and instruction. 

 It is a time of accountability and confession. 
 

The sharing you do in Bible study also equips you to witness to other people outside of Bible study.   
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 Sharing is witnessing in a nutshell, sharing the good news of who God is and what He has done in 
your life and how He has helped you.   

 What you go through other people go through.  Other people will be able to identify with your 
problem and your need for God and Jesus.   

 You even have scripture cards to give away.   
 
To protect this time there are some rules to follow 
 

1. To share what’s going on in your life or a question you must have completed the Bible study 
sections “What’s up with me?” and “What to do about my issue”.  This means if you don’t 
have a scripture answer to your issue or question you can’t share it.   

 This is a protection for you and for others.  If you have not completed the scripture 
process of the study, your sharing will be in a place that does not yet line up with God’s 
word.   

 It is discouraging when only hopeless problems or questions are shared.   

 It is encouraging when a hopeless problem seen through who God is and what He’s going 
to do about it is shared.   

 Remember, this is a study to bring you into relationship with God, to share with Him your 
life and questions, and in turn for Him to answer and teach you with His truth.  It is these 
truths that are powerful, encouraging and life changing, and these are the truths to share 
as answers, not your “I think” or “I feel”.   

 
If for some reason you have not done or finished the study you should still come to sharing.  
You will be blessed!   

 You can share what you have studied, if anything.   

 You can hear everyone else’s sharing and so be strengthened and encouraged.  

 You’ll still be prayed for.   
 

2. Each person should have time to share what God is doing in their life and to be prayed for.   

 Time can be an issue.  {For most people a sharing time limit is not a problem.  For a few of 
us it will be.  I am one of these people!} 

 Following the sharing guide helps with this.   

 Organize thoughts, be concise and to the point.  {We will need to get our thoughts 
organized enough to share simply and clearly, and this is a good thing for us.}   

 Going over 15 minutes.  {If this becomes an issue during your sharing time, you will be 
gently signaled by your leader to wrap it up.}   

 Occasional exceptions.  {There will occasionally be exceptions.  Because of the nature of 
this study there will be times of crisis where the time limit will go out the window.}   

 
3. No one should talk during someone else’s sharing time; it is their time to talk. 

 This is a time of listening to what God has taught that person.  It is NOT a time for trying to 
teach them, fix them or help them.  That is for God to do.  The structure of this study is to 
look to God to teach.  Sometimes this is hard and we’d like to help God and that person 
along.  He does not need our help. 
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 The best help we can give that person is to encourage them to look to God and the Bible 
for help, and to take that person to God in prayer for God to continue to teach, help, save, 
answer, etc.  (And yes, this is hard and I struggle with this too!)  If you do know scripture 
passages, and can pass it on in an appropriate way, then by all means pass it on!  This is 
true help. 

 While each one of us may have valid wisdom and experience to share with each other, or 
questions on the subject, not interrupting someone’s sharing is important.   It is 
therapeutic to be able to talk without being interrupted or “helped” by friends.  There is a 
mental and emotional processing that takes place while talking out loud in a safe 
environment.  Wait until that person has finished their sharing before having a discussion, 
or as we often have time restraints, wait until after class is over.   

 
4. Be mindful of what you share about yourself and other people. 

 Some things are very embarrassing and hard to share.  If it’s about you, normally I would 
encourage you to share.  But before you do it is wise to ask God if you should.  Listen to 
His prompting and guiding about what and when to share, if anything.  When you are in 
your sharing group, be aware of the Holy Spirit’s guiding; if He is prompting you to not 
share (i.e. warning bells are going off in your head), listen to Him and don’t share this 
time.  However, if He gives you the go ahead, share.  It’s hard and scary to let the façade 
down.  As hard as it is, this is a form of confession of sin and there is healing that takes 
place by doing so.  It is when we confess our sins one to another and pray for each other 
that we find healing.   

 You don’t have to share all.   Share as much as you are able, and your Bible verses, and as 
hard as it is you will discover there is joy in this confession.   

 If your sharing includes someone else (your spouse, your mother-in-law, a frienenemy, 
etc.) do not share personal information about them.  Share the situation and how you are 
affected.  This study isn’t about them or for them.  You can’t control, change, or be 
accountable for them.  Whereas you can practice self-control, change your thinking or 
response to the situation and be accountable for yourself.  You don’t want to gossip or 
slander someone else, and your group is not here to fix, judge, or condemn them.  Or you 
for that matter!  And that’s a good thing.  Simply share the situation and your own 
thoughts and feelings. 

 There is one more thing about sharing your issue.  Don’t give graphic descriptions of a sin 
or use foul language.  Many of us are struggling with the same thing and when a sin is 
described in detail (for example how great eating the whole chocolate cake felt and going 
on and on about it) triggers a desire in others which could lead to back sliding.   

 
5. What is shared in this group must stay in this group. 

 Because of the realness of this study, we do become a tight knit group and share personal 
things.  Gossiping is extremely destructive.  It is betrayal and hurts the one being gossiped 
about.  It turns people away from God and His love.  And in this study it could destroy 
someone’s chance for hope and healing.   

 This must be a safe place to share so that healing can take place.  That means no outside 
conversation about what was said during this time.   
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 If this confidence is violated the one who gossiped will be held accountable for what was 
said.  They will be required to make restitution if possible and possibly be asked to leave 
the group.  

 The only exception is if someone threatens to hurt themselves or someone else, then 
proper help should be sought. 

 
Judging  

 We are all sharing our failings in this study – often our repeated failing.  We are all the 
same.  We sin.  We fail.  Repeatedly.  We are all in the process of being transformed by 
God.  That is why we must all make a conscious effort to not judge one another, but to 
love, encourage, accept, and pray for each other, as this is what is needed by all of us.  
And it is what God does for us.” 

 
A very brief version of these rules will be read as a reminder at the beginning of group sharing.  These 
rules are in the Leader’s Guide. 
 
 

[Break into small groups/share/pray] 
 
After sharing the structure and rules of the study break into small groups if applicable. 
 
Break into groups of seven or eight.  Expect some to drop out as this usually happens in studies, 
leaving you with a group of six or less.  Since this group will become intimate, it would be best if 
family members weren’t in the same group.  If they are in the same group there is a potential for 
destructive gossip and judging in the family. 
 
Give everyone name tags and pass around a contact sheet. 
 
During this first sharing time, each person could share a little about themselves and what they hope 
to get out of this study and their prayer request, leaving time to be prayed for, then moving on to the 
next person.  The facilitator will be challenged to keep this on target and moving.  Each person 
should have 10 minutes.  This is a good time to establish the individual time frame for sharing so 
don’t be shy. 
 
 

[The five day Bible study process] 
 
Once sharing is over explain to the group what to expect time-wise for doing the study and learning-
wise for the next few weeks.  This section is also in the Genuine Transformation book under “The next 
few weeks”.  
 
“These next six weeks you will follow the Genuine Transformation Book to learn how to do this study.   

 The Genuine Transformation book has step-by-step instructions.   

 Start the study the next day. 
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 There are five days of work.   

 Allow at least a half hour to an hour for each day, especially day three and four.  An hour a day 
first thing in the morning is ideal.   

 Keep in mind that because this is unfamiliar to you it may seem overwhelming and take a lot of 
time at first.  Learning something new often is time consuming, but stick it out.  It will get easier 
and what’s going to happen in you and your life is well worth the effort.  It’s like learning how to 
do one simple push-up the correct way.   It may take half an hour to learn one, but after learning 
and practicing them they flow easily every three seconds.   This is the same.  Once you become 
familiar with this study you will probably do it in a much shorter period of time.” 

 
 

[Answer any questions] 
  
“Are there any questions?”   
 
 

[Close in prayer] 
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The second group 
meeting 

 
With the whole group:  Open in prayer and song.  Let the group share how it went: the good, the 
frustrations, and any tips.  Review Sharing Reminders.  (If a large group) break into previous week’s 
groups and proceed with small group sharing.  After small group sharing explain where to go from 
here.  End with prayer. 
 
  

[Start with prayer] 
 
 

[Sing] 
 
 

[How did it go?] 
 
Did it feel overwhelming?   

 Learning something new takes more time and effort at first.   

 It will get A LOT easier and quicker to do this study once you have become familiar with it.   

 There will probably come a time when you will be able to do all the elements in under an hour. 
 
Was time a problem? 
Time can be an issue.  Life happens every day, and relationship with God in your life is what this study 
is about.   

 Daily make the time to be with God.  It is an absolute necessity.  

 Set aside what time you can; an hour a day first thing in the morning is ideal.  Sometimes you may 
have only 15 minutes.  It can be done!  I have done this study in my head standing in the checkout 
line in the grocery store.  By the time I reached the clerk sanity reigned again!   

 
Was it hard to limit scripture cards? 

 It’s good to limit the amount of verses you choose to put on a card and focus on.  Realistically, if 
you write too many it could be overwhelming and you would end up not reviewing any at all.   

 There will be times when you need to and will be able to saturate yourself in scripture, sometimes 
pages of scripture, and hours at a time.  What can I say?  Scripture works!  But unless you will be 
able to devote yourself to doing this, keep it simple and manageable.   
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 Don’t make this harder than it already is!  One scripture is enough!  There is often a lot of power 
to access in one small verse. 

 
Scripture verses can play more than one role.   

 They can play double or even triple duty.  Sometimes your ‘God is’ verse can be your ‘I am’ 
verse and even your issue verse.   

 Look for these opportunities in the future. 
 
 

[Read Sharing Reminders] 
 
Sharing Reminders is to be read each week at the beginning of sharing time.  It reminds everyone not 
to gossip, respect each other and to share scripture answers to problems.   Cut out or photocopy the 
Sharing Reminder guide at the end of this booklet to use in class.   Do this every week – it will prevent 
problems! 
 
 

[Break into small groups] 
 
Break into the same group as last week.  This will be your group.  If groups become too small, may 
combine group or add new members to group.  Proceed with sharing and prayer. 
 
 

[What comes next?]  
 
After sharing time explain the options available for the next five weeks of learning how to do this 
study and doing the study.  This section is in the Genuine Transformation book under “What comes 
next?” 
 
Following the Genuine Transformation Book: 
 
“This past week you were introduced to and learned how to do a new element every day.  This was to 
teach you how to find scripture on who God is, who you are to God and His truth on an issue.  Going 
forward… 

 You can continue to use the Genuine Transformation book  

 You can cut out or photocopy and follow the Genuine Transformation Bible Study Guide that is in 
your book.  It is a one page checklist of the elements and the process you’ve learned.    

 At some point you won’t need either.  As God is your teacher (not me) at some point He will step 
in and lead and teach you how to do these elements in specific-to-you ways.  When writing this I 
asked my group how they found scripture on the elements wanting to pass this on to you.  None 
of us could pin anything consistent down; we just “come up with it” because God led us, each in a 
different way every week.  How does one teach that in a week?  Nonetheless, soon you will be 
doing this study and finding scripture without using any guide, because God will step in and lead 
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you in a variety of ways.  As you take time with God you will grow in learning to hear Him better.  
The appendix “God’s Leading” gives you tips in hearing God better.   
 

Because this is a living Bible study led by God, there is no “right” or “wrong” way in doing this study, 
or in the order or time frame you do these elements.  The only rule is to do all the elements using 
scripture every week.  The “how” will be up to you. 

 You can continue to break up the elements day-by-day, do multiple elements each day, or do all 
five elements in one sitting.  It may seem impossible right now to think of doing the whole study 
in one sitting but at some point you will be able to.   As you talk with God about your life, He often 
weaves all the elements together in no particular order.    

 How often you do the elements is also up to you.  Often I have 2-3 issues I want to take to God in 
a week, so I may do that element multiple times but the “Who is God?  What does He do?” and 
“Who am I to God?  Who am I to Jesus?” element only once.   

 You can do the elements in any order.  Sometimes a situation hits and that’s where you need to 
start.  Starting with a problem is the easiest element to start with as we are so “me” focused, and 
knowing God and who you are in relation to an issue is quite practical.  However, as hard as it is, 
starting with God and getting your focus on Him as soon as possible is the healthiest for you.  The 
sooner focus is on Him and He is lifted up, the better for everything in your life.  As God is your 
answer for all things, you will find this focus on Him will help you in whatever problem comes 
your way.  I also recommend deliberately studying the names of God and his character.  Studying 
how God relates to you and your problem is easier, but this surprisingly limits His bigness and 
often is not a complete picture of who He is.  You will meet Him more accurately by studying His 
names and character. 

 
Continue to review your previous week’s scripture verses until they are replaced with new ones. 
 
For now, continue to use this book or the Bible Study Guide for five more weeks to be firmly rooted 
in how to do the elements.  After that God will lead you to scripture and in your own weekly personal 
method of completing the study.” 
 
 

[Answer any questions] 
  
“Are there any questions?”   
 
 

[Close with prayer] 
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The third group 
meeting 

 
 
Open in prayer and song.  Review Sharing Reminders.  Break into small groups and proceed with 
small group sharing.  End with prayer. 
 
 
Ta-da! You are now off and running… 
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Sharing Reminders 
 

To be read each week at the beginning of sharing 
 
 
 

Sharing is a time to share the results of what God has taught during the week.   
 
 

1. To share a problem you must have completed the Bible study process and share what you’ve 
learned from the Bible. 
 

2. Time is an issue.  Be concise and to the point in your sharing.  
 

3. No talking during someone else’s sharing time; it is their time to talk.   
 

4. Be mindful of what you share about yourself and other people.  We don’t want to gossip. 
 

5. Personal/sensitive information shared in this group must stay in this group.  Sharing the 
answer to an issue is allowed and is different than talking about someone and their 
problems.  That cannot be shared without permission from the sharer.   

 



 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 

“This is the covenant I will make with the house of 
Israel after that time,” declares the Lord.  “I will put my 

laws in their minds and write them on their hearts.  I 
will be their God, and they will be my people.  No 
longer will a man teach his neighbor, or a man his 

brother, saying, ‘Know the Lord,’ because they will all 
know me, from the least of them to the greatest.  For I 
will forgive their wickedness and will remember their 

sins no more.”   
 

Hebrews 8:10-12 
 


